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Fall means cooler weather, indoor activities (after raking leaves, of 
course), and more modeling time. It’s also convention and hobby 
show season, and attending one of more modeling “meets” is a 
great way to get the old modeling juices flowing and to share tips, 
techniques, and ideas with other like-minded modelers.  
 
Modeling is a process more than an end result, and besides 
running trains most of us tend to enjoy the act of assembling 
something. In this issue of the Notebook, Jim Six shows us how he’s 
assembling a fleet of Nickel Plate freight cars to operate on his 
1926-themed layout, and Matt Smith shares his disassembly 
adventures on his home layout. And with things mostly finished, 
you can “do stuff” with your layout, as Bud Brueggeman has with 
his modeled representation of the trains thorough Perry Ohio in 
early 1958. 
 
As for me, it’s time to head back downstairs to my workbench, to 
work on a giant pile of NKP (and other road) freight cars. I might 
even finish a few before spring! 

 
 

Happy Nickel Plate Modeling, 
 

RAY 
(ON THE COVER: NKP 909 and 900 hustle a fast freight eastward, 

on a cold fall day in 1963. Tony Koester photo and modeling) 
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 NKPHTS COMPANY STORE 
MODELS FOR SALE 

HO Scale Model Kits 
 
Accurail NKP 41000-series Stock Car  MOTY 2019         $25.99 

  
Accurail NKP 60000-series Wooden Reefer MOTY 2018         $26.95 

 
(two road numbers available)  
 
Accurail NKP MOW 36' Wooden Boxcar MOTY 2017          $22.95 

 
(two road numbers available) 
 
Accurail TStL&W / Clover Leaf 36’ Fowler Boxcar          $14.00 

 
 
Accurail NKP 36’ Boxcar in “as-delivered” paint          $14.00  

 
 
Accurail NKP 40’ Double Door Boxcar (former W&LE car)       $14.00 

 
 
Accurail NKP 36’ Fowler Boxcar (former TStL&W car)              $14.00 

 
 
Accurail W&LE Three Bay Hopper in 1940s paint                       $14.00 

 
Model prices do not include shipping & handling 

To order, please visit the NKPHTS Company Store website! 

 

 

NKPHTS COMPANY STORE 
MODELS FOR SALE 

   
HO Scale Steam Decals          $8.00 

 
Full sheet of decals, printed by Microscale. Enough to fully letter 
seven NKP steam engines of 35 different classes, from the 1917-
1958 period. 
 
 

O Scale Models 
O Scale 40-Foot Steel Boxcar in 2- and 3-Rail Versions        $68.00 

 
 
O Scale Lead Truck for NKP Berkshire Models $30.00 

 
 
O Scale NKP 2-8-2 Decal Set   $11.00 

 
 
 
 
 

Model prices do not include shipping & handling 
To order, please visit the NKPHTS Company Store website! 

 

 

https://nkphts-shop.myshopify.com/collections/models
https://nkphts-shop.myshopify.com/collections/models
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2019 NKPHTS HO Scale Model of the Year 

   
 

The NKPHTS is pleased to announce 2019’s Model of the Year (MOTY), which is a specially-commissioned run of 
Accurail’s HO scale 40-foot long stock car model in NKP paint. The model represents single deck stock cars 

numbers 41000-41014, 41100-41174, and 41200-41273, which ran from 1938 to the mid-1970s (under N&W 
ownership, but never repainted). 

Accurail has a NKP stock car in their catalog (#4731), but hasn’t run the cars in many years. The NKPHTS had 
Accurail run a limited number of models with all new, more accurate lettering, and an all-new road number 

(#41205). 
The cars are available from the Company Store now. The price for a single car is $25.99. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

2020 NKPHTS Calendars Are Here! 

  
   

The 2020 NKPHTS calendars are now available from the Company Store.  The 2020 NKPHTS Calendar in 
full color holds fourteen images of Nickel Plate and subsidiaries' action.  Steam, diesel, rolling stock, 

cabooses... there's all types of images from all over the greater NKP system and beyond. 
Price is $14.95 per calendar. Remember that quantities are limited, so order now before they’re gone! 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

http://www.accurail.com/accurail/index.htm
http://www.accurail.com/accurail/ART/4700/4731.jpg
https://nkphts-shop.myshopify.com/collections/models/products/2019-model-of-the-year-40-foot-nickel-plate-stock-car
https://nkphts-shop.myshopify.com/collections/calendars/products/2019-nkphts-calendar
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More HO Scale NKP Hoppers from Accurail 

 
   

 

Accurail has just announced a three pack of USRA twin hoppers in NKP Paint. The set is stock number 8118, and 
retails for $52.98. The models are expected to be in stock by late November 2019. 

The cars are lettered in the post-1940 style, and include road numbers #99307, 99324, and 99381. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

HO Scale NKP Stock Car With Sound from BLI 

 
 

Broadway Limited has announced the release of two stock cars with DCC controlled sound effects, in HO scale. 
MSRP is $79.99, and the cars are due to be available in November 2019. 

BLI’s artwork shows one car lettered as number 43622, but there’s no information on the second car number. 
 

(editor’s note: the road numbers are correct, but the car itself is NOT. The model is of a unique PRR car that the 
NKP never owned.) 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

W&LE Triple Hoppers in N Scale from Athearn 

 
 

Athearn Trains has announced a run of N scale offset side triple hoppers, including cars lettered for the W&LE. 
The cars will come as one single car with an MSRP of $27.98, and two different four packs, each with a MSRP of 

$104.98 (nine different road numbers total!). 
The cars are expected to be available by February 2020, so order today! 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

http://www.accurail.com/accurail/index.htm
http://www.accurail.com/accurail/CATALOG/2019/2019_October.pdf
https://www.broadway-limited.com/index.aspx
https://www.broadway-limited.com/5884nkpstockcarcattlesoundsho.aspx
https://www.broadway-limited.com/5885nkpstockcarhogsoundsho.aspx
http://www.athearn.com/
http://www.athearn.com/Products/Default.aspx?ProdID=ATH5112
http://www.athearn.com/Products/Default.aspx?ProdID=ATH5113
http://www.athearn.com/Products/Default.aspx?ProdID=ATH5114
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JOIN THE NICKEL PLATE ROAD HISTORICAL & 

TECHNICAL SOCIETY TODAY! 

 
 

Founded in 1966, the Nickel Plate Road 
Historical & Technical Society is 
America’s only rail-history organization 
dedicated solely to preserving the history 
and legacy of the Nickel Plate Road and 
its predecessors. 
 The Society publishes a quarterly 
magazine, maintains an award-winning 
website at NKPHTS.org, provides 
stewardship of a major archive of historical material at 
the Western New York Railway Historical Society, 
and offers numerous member programs and projects, 
including an annual convention 
 As a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit corporation, 
financial donations and contributions of historical 
photos, documents, and ephemera are tax-deductible 
and always appreciated. 
 The Purpose of the NKPHTS is to maintain an 
association of persons interested in the former New 
York, Chicago & St. Louis Railroad (Nickel Plate Road), 
and to obtain, preserve, and distribute information and 
material related to the former Nickel Plate Road, its 
predecessors, and lessees. It shall be the intent of the 
corporation to promote, support, and preserve the 
historic legacy of the Nickel Plate Road through the 
creation of programs designed to be of benefit and 
service to its members, as well as to assist qualified, 
non-profit museums, libraries, rail groups, and 
historical organizations, either financially or technically, 
in the preservation, conservation, and/or collection of 
material, equipment, and memorabilia relating to the 
railroad and its predecessors. 
 The original Nickel Plate Road Historical & 
Technical Society was formed in Lafayette, Indiana in 
1966. The NKPHTS was incorporated in the state of 
Ohio in 1972 as a non-profit, non-stock corporation 
organized for educational purposes. We are recognized 
as a 501(c)(3) organization by the Internal Revenue 
Service, so all contributions of material and money are 
tax deductible. Information on donating money and 
materials to the NKPHTS may be found on our website.  
 The NKPHTS publishes a quarterly magazine 
devoted to the history of the Nickel Plate Road, Lake 
Erie & western, Wheeling & Lake Erie, and the Toledo, 
St. Louis & Western (Clover Leaf) railroads. Included 
from time to time are articles on modeling the Nickel 
Plate, current status of Nickel Plate facilities and rolling 

stock, and other railroads’ joint operation 
with the Nickel Plate. The magazine is 
printed in color, on high-quality gloss 
paper and is generously illustrated with 
photos and maps. Occasional 
newsletters are provided to keep 
members informed of current Society 
events and news, along with timely 
updates and/or supplements to the 

magazine. 
 For over twenty-five years the NKPHTS has 
published an annual calendar with fourteen high-
quality photographs of the NKP, TStL&W, LE&W and 
W&LE railroads. 
 From time to time the Society has embarked on 
a limited run offering of a special project. These have 
included timetable reprints, lithographs, books and 
scale models. 
 The staff of the Nickel Plate Road Historical & 
Technical Society is all-volunteer and its business is 
conducted largely by mail and email. The membership 
has an opportunity to meet each year at our annual 
convention, which is held in a Nickel Plate city. These 
meetings include displays, model railroad tours, swap 
and sale tables, slide, movie and video sessions, and 
tours of rail facilities. A general business meeting and 
banquet are the highlights of these weekends, where 
the Society’s officers are elected and important business 
is handled. 
 Our Society also offers numerous internet and 
online-based activities free of charge to all of its 
members. We have an extensive website at 
NKPHTS.org which displays information, photos, 
documents, and Society news. We have a “Members 
Area” which can only be accessed by current members 
of the Society and which contains many items of 
interest, including Howard W. Ameling’s collection of 
5,000-plus Nickel Plate Road photos. Members with an 
email address receive a monthly E-List Newsletter 
with the latest Society information and various articles 
of interest to NKP fans. A new initiative is the online 
publication of a quarterly magazine devoted to 
modeling the NKP, the Nickel Plate Road Modeler’s 
Notebook. The Society also hosts an online discussion 
forum on Yahoo Groups. You will also find us on 
YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter. 

  

http://www.nkphts.org/
http://www.trainweb.org/wnyrhs/
http://www.nkphts.org/mag/index.html
http://www.nkphts.org/elist.html
http://www.nkphts.org/calendar/index.html
http://www.nkphts.org/convention/
http://www.nkphts.org/
http://www.nkphts.org/members/
http://www.nkphts.org/members/
http://www.nkphts.org/elist.html
http://nkphts.org/modelersnotebook/
http://nkphts.org/modelersnotebook/
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/NKPHTS-members/conversations/messages
https://www.youtube.com/user/nickelplateroad
https://www.facebook.com/nkphts
https://twitter.com/nkphts/


NKPHTS OFFICE USE ONLY 
 

Date Received ____________________  Membership Number _____________   Authorized By __________________ 
  
  

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP 
  

MEMBERSHIP INFO (check one) ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP TYPE (check one) 

    New Member      Basic  US & Canada $  40.00  
    Renewing Member  (Membership #_______)     International  includes int’l First Class Mail $  60.00 
    Reinstated Member  (Membership #_______)     Contributing  includes annual calendar $  70.00 
       (applies only to members who renew after more than one year of lapsed membership)     Patron  includes calendar and First Class Mail $140.00 
      First Class Mailing Option  available add-on for Basic, Contributing, and Life memberships  $10.00 US / $14.00 Canada 
  

   

Name _____________________________________________________________ Additional Associate Members 
 (first) (middle initial) (last)  Available for spouse or child/grandchild under 18 
  

Address ___________________________________________________________ ______ No. of Associates @ $5.00 ea. 
  
 

City ______________________________  State ________  ZIP _______________ Associate Name(s) ___________________ 
  
 

Phone ___________________________  Occupation _______________________ ___________________________________ 
    (mechanic, sales, retired, etc.) (For Associate Members not living in the same household, 

please fill out a separate membership form.) 

Email ______________________________________________________________  
  
 

Where did you hear about the NKPHTS? _________________________________ Date of Birth ______/______/___________ 
  

    

Rate your interest in the following areas on a scale of one to ten: Consider an Additional Donation 
(one being the lowest level of interest and ten being the highest)   (all donations and gifts are tax-deductible) 
  

_________ NKP History _________ NKP Prototype Preservation/Restoration $______ McCaleb-Rehor Prototype Preservation Fund 
 

_________ NKP Modeling _________ NKP Memorabilia Collecting/Preservation $______ Historic Preservation & Research Fund 
 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  $______ NKPHTS Publications Fund 
 

If you are a modeler/collector, what scale? __________________________________ $______ Modeling Projects Fund 
 

Other rail organizations to which you belong: ________________________________ $______ The NKPHTS Founder’s Fund 
     
Are you a former NKP employee? ______________ Would you be interested in being a candidate for elected office? _____________ 
  

Are you interested in volunteering? _____________ Would you consider an appointment to an active society position? ___________ 
  

Do you have historic NKP or predecessor material? ____________  If yes, would you be willing to share with the society? __________ 
     

PRIVACY POLICY: The Nickel Plate Road Historical & Technical Society maintains a general policy whereby it does not sell or offer membership information to any other group or 
individual for any purpose. However, information from this application form and subsequent renewal forms may be used for internal purposes by the Society.  
If you wish to NOT have your name or information about you used for NKPHTS business or internal communications, please check this box:  
  

The NKPHTS Membership Year is from October 17th thru October 16th. The membership fee payable with this application is for the standard membership year beginning October 17th 
and will not be pro-rated. All applications received after August 15th will be processed for the next membership year unless specific instructions to the contrary are given by the applicant. 
Please do not send dues for more than one year. We will accept payment for only the current year's membership. By signing below, you hereby apply for membership in the Nickel Plate 
Road Historical & Technical Society, and you agree to subscribe to the purposes and principles of the Society and comply with the Society’s policies and regulations. 

  
Date ________________________  Signature __________________________________________________ 
  
Total Enclosed: $_____________      NKPHTS Membership Services 
          P.O. Box 138 
Please remit this form with check or money order (made out to “NKPHTS”) to:  Bucklin, MO 64631-0138 
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One Day on the Nickel Plate Road’s Cleveland District 
As Seen at Perry, Ohio 
By Bud Brueggemann 

 

 
 
Most members of the NKPHTS have some memories of Nickel Plate trains (both freight and passenger), 
powered by steam or diesels. Most of us never had access to train sheets listing the various trains running 
thorough our home area but would catch trains when we could, by chance. 
 
Sometimes though, we get lucky. Ray Breyer was able to find a train sheet for Wednesday, April 23, 1958, 
covering Cleveland District trains. This article will detail that day’s movements as OS’ed (“On Stationed”) 
by the Perry clerks for movements east of Cleveland. It was not a very busy day but had a good number of 
trains. I will list Eastbounds and then Westbound trains, with some observations added where 
appropriate. And of course, the movements will be illustrated in model form! 

 
The lucky find: Bob Wasco was nice enough to share several NKP dispatcher sheets with Ray Breyer, making 

them available to the NKPHTS for research purposes like this! 
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The year 1958 isn’t an ideal example of train movements for the division because of a recession that lasted 
most of the year, but there was traffic, although a little less than average. In various older issues of the 
Nickel Plate Road Magazine, Pete Shepherd wrote some excellent “Days of Operation” articles covering 
earlier, busier times. 

 
The track chart of Perry, OH, as it looked in 1962. The NKP, B&LE, and FP&E all used these tracks. NKPHTS 

collection. 
 

Some traffic information on Perry: approximately 18,000 loads in and out in 1958, primarily interchanged 
with the Fairport, Painesville, and Eastern RR, and about 16,000 loads exchanged at Painesville with the 
B&O. Both Perry and Painesville were major traffic sources for the NKP, even during economic 
slowdowns.  Sadly, in 2019 there is no interchange at Painesville at all, and a turn from Conneaut handles 
about 10-20 loads in and out of Perry daily except weekends. 
 
 
EASTBOUND TRAINS 
 
On this day there were 15 eastbounds total, including two passenger trains and two FP&E trains. 
Historical average on a good year was about 20 trains including two passenger trains. 
 
1:30 AM: #38, led by S-3 Berkshire #777,  finishes working the interchange with the FP&E  and leaves 
Perry to meet #39 (advance NS-1) at Madison. 
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3:55 AM: Extra 180 passes through, powered by PA’s 180 & 183. PA’s on a FREIGHT!!! 

 
 
6:01 AM: #68 passes through, with S-4 Berkshire #810 in the lead. 
 
9:00 AM: An FP&E local, headed by an S-2 switcher, works the interchange. 

 
 
9:25 AM: Passenger train #6 passes through behind PA’s #184 and 190, and will meet Second NC3 on the 
double track mainline east of Madison. 
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10:30 AM: #52 (CS-2, MB-98, OB-2) passes NC3 working Perry. The train is powered by an all RS-11 
lashup of engines #568, 565, and 572. 

 
 
2:08 PM: #98 (IB-64) passes through with engines 474 (GP9), 558 and 560 (RS-11s), to meet CS-7 (West 
Local) at Madison. 
 
3:00 PM: Extra 805, led by S-4 class Berkshire 805, passes through. 
 
5:16-5:34 PM: #64, powered by GP9 #524 and RS-11 #567, meets the Painesville Turn, then heads east. 
 
6:11 PM: #54 (CB-2, KC-44) passes through. Power is RS-11 #564 and GP9s #514 and 461. 
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7:36 PM: Passenger train #8, powered by PA’s #185 and 186, passes through Perry after meeting #55 
(NC3).  

 
 
10:18 PM: Extra 964, the Painesville Turn arrives in town. The antique H-5 class Mikado works the town, 
and is held there until 12:42 AM.  
 
10:44 PM: #90 (PB/CB-12) passes the Painesville Turn. GP9 #487 leads, followed by RS-11 #561 and GP9 
#463. 
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10:30 PM: The FP&E works the interchange and departs. 

 
 
11:58 PM: #56 (second CB-12) passes the Painesville Turn, led by an all-GP9 lashup of engines 497, 490, 
and 462. 
 
 
WESTBOUND TRAINS 
 
There were 13 total westbounds, including two passenger trains and one FP&E train. 
Historical average on an normal year was 20 trains including two passenger trains. 
 
2:00-2:40 AM: #39 (NS-1), powered by S-2 class Berkshire #740, works the FP&E interchange. 

 
 
4:00 AM: MX-1, a B&LE merchandise train, passes through. 
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8:14 AM: Passenger train #7 passes through, powered by PA’s #181 and 187. 

 
 
10:00 AM: An FP&E freight passes through town heading west. 

 
 
10:01 AM: #35 (NC-3) passes through, led by RS-11 #561 and GP9 #487. 
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11:45 AM: Extra X-565, a westbound B&LE coke train, passes through. 
 
3:05 PM: Extra 814 (CS-7), the West Local, meets the East Local in town, and then continues west. Power 
is another S-4 class Berkshire. 
 
3:44 PM: #47 (Second NS-1) passes the East Local, and continues west, led by GP9s #463 and 486. 

 
 
5:13-5:32 PM: Extra 964, The Painesville Turn, waits in town for train #64 to pass, and then heads west, 
powered by H-5 Mike #964. 
 
6:26 PM: #51 (NCS-5) passes through, led by RS-11 #566 and GP9’s #496 and 510. 
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7:08 PM: #53 (BC-3) passes through, and meets #8 at Painesville. Power for the train is all-GP9 lashup 
#482, 471, and 525. 

 
 
7:39 PM: #55 (NC-3) passes through behing GP9s #461 and 541, and RS-11 #564. 
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10:38-10:47 PM: Passenger train #5 meets #90, then proceeds west behind PA’s #184 and 190. 

 
 
This was the traffic on Wednesday, April 23, 1958. The recession was hitting every railroad and rail-
served industry hard, so traffic was about 25% or more off of its normal peak.  
 
Reflecting the traffic losses, there were only seven steam engines working the division this day: 662, 740, 
777, 805, 810, 814, and 964. East of Cleveland, 814 worked train CS-7, 740 worked#39, 964 worked the 
Painesville Backout, 810 worked #68, 777 worked #38, 805 worked the East local through Perry, and 662 
worked #66, the west of Cleveland local (which doesn’t pass through Perry). As July 1958 was 
approaching (the end of regular service NKP steam), fewer steam locomotives were being used. Of this 
group, #740 would be the last steamer in regular service west of Cleveland, finishing its last run in June 
1958.  
 
A total of 26 GP9s and RS-11s, along with 2 PAs handled the majority of freight trains on April 23rd. The 
train sheet also listed eight PAs handling the four passenger trains and one freight east of Cleveland. 
Diesels were definitely taking over, and by July 2nd, there was only one steam freight left to run: the East 
Local with #746 closing out NKP freight steam. 
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Building a Quick and Realistic Nickel Plate Freight Car Fleet for the 1920s 
By Jim Six 

 
 
At one point several years ago, I nearly dropped out of the hobby. Having written and modeled for the 
better part of four decades, I had “been there, done that”, and the hobby was getting stale. But I noticed 
that several friends were modeling an earlier than mainstream time period and were having a ball with it. 
Modeling anywhere between 1917 and 1936, they had formed a tight knit community of like-minded 
modelers who were actively supporting each other’s efforts, and sharing knowledge, modeling tips, and 
camaraderie.  
 
After taking a good, hard look at what they were all up to, I decided to give early railroading a try. And it 
worked! I’m still in the hobby and actively modeling, writing, and running trains. Modeling earlier period 
railroading gives you a sense of what the real railroads were capable of, and offers far more in terms of 
modeling, traffic, and overall texture than does modern-era modeling.  

 
Mid-sized industries were everywhere along the right of way of American railroads in the 1920s, which 
means far more opportunities for modeling interesting structures, and means far more freight traffic! 

 
But there is one problem: it’s hard to find realistic equipment for the 1920s without resorting to resin 
model kits. I don’t have anything at all against resin, but I really didn’t want to invest a huge amount of 
time, effort, or money assembling a resin kit freight car fleet at this point in my life. So with the help of a 
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few friends I started digging around looking for inexpensive yet generally accurate models that can be 
used to build a good looking 1920s freight car fleet. 
 
While I’m primarily a New York Central modeler, the Nickel Plate is close to my heart, so will be well-
represented on my layout. Here’s a sampling of what I’ve got rolling so far. 
 

 
NKP 10755 before… 

 
And after! 

 
NKP 10755 started off as a newer Athearn release of an old Roundhouse model. The car came with good 
paint and lettering, but was far too clean and shiny, and really represented a boxcar that was ten years too 
old for my chosen time period. So I updated the car with a “steel” roof, added some simple details like 
brake rods and uncoupling levers, and gave the car a careful weathering job to tone down the paint. 
 

http://www.athearn.com/Products/Default.aspx?ProdID=RND84167
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NKP 10757 is another Athearn/Roundhouse model. To add a bit of variety I left the model’s “wood” roof in 
place, to represent a car that hadn’t yet been rebuilt with modern upgrades. I also added the NKP’s 
standard large corporate initials above the reporting marks. 
 

 
NKP 10629 is one of the new Accurail 36-foot boxcars custom painted by Digital Fox Services. The model 
represents a larger, more modern car than the Roundhouse boxcars. Little was done to this excellent, off 
the shelf kit, aside from replacing the trucks with Kadee #572 T-section Bettendorfs, adding uncoupling 
levers, and weathering. 
 
 

http://www.digitalfox.com/digitalfox/index.htm
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NKP 11236 is another Accurail model. Actually a USRA boxcar that the NKP never owned, it’s a “sincere 
stand-in” for several hundred visually similar 40-foot cars that the NKP did have. Beginning in the late 
1920s the railroad began converting their 18000-series, double door auto boxcars into single door general 
service boxcars, and renumbered them into the 11000 and 12000 series. 
 

 
Accurail has done more for people modeling early railroads than any other manufacturer this century! 
Here’s one of their new 36-foot “Fowler” boxcars. The Nickel Plate inherited 1,000 of these cars when they 
bought the Clover Leaf in 1923. With Accurail’s typical close attention to accurate lettering, this car only 
needed a good weathering job before it was ready to be put into service on my railroad. 
 
 
 

http://www.accurail.com/accurail/ART/4600/4614_1.JPG
http://www.accurail.com/accurail/1100.htm
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And finally, NKP 41127 is an Accurail stock car. Nobody’s yet made a truly accurate model of a Nickel Plate 
stock car, but this model works as a good stand-in to represent the road’s important role in hauling 
livestock to stockyards across the Midwest.  
(editor’s note: these cars are available as a custom run in the NKPHTS Company Store) 
 
More Nickel Plate freight cars are still to come: auto carriers, hoppers, and even a gondola or two. All will 
be inexpensive plastic kits chosen based on how “close” they look to the real thing without investing a 
huge amount of time and effort. With a careful eye, a few simple “standout” details, and a good weathering 
job, it’s not so hard to model the Nickel Plate during the glory years of the steam era. 
 

 

Two “out of the box” Roundhouse shorties next to each other. It’s easy to tell which one really is out of the box, and 

which one looks like the real thing! 

 

If you’re interested in discovering what’s available in mass produced models for the 1920s and 1930s, head over to 

Eric Hansmann’s blog post about the topic. 

https://nkphts-shop.myshopify.com/collections/models/products/2019-model-of-the-year-40-foot-nickel-plate-stock-car
http://designbuildop.hansmanns.org/
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MODELER’S REFERENCE 
NKP Standard 50,000 Gallon Water Tank 

 
In case anyone’s looking for a truly challenging scratchbuilding project, here are the NKP’s standard plans 
for a 50,000 gallon water tank; the most commonly found type of water tower along the Nickel Plate. 
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Nickel Plate modeler Dave Taverner sent in this photo of recently-built ETTX/NKP autorack complete 

with load. The model was the NKPHTS 2016 “Model of the Year” offering. Dave models the Nickel Plate in 
Texas, in his two car garage.    Dave Taverner modeling and photo. 
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NKP 908 shuffles west with a local, on Tony Koester’s Third Sub. The Consolidation is a stock Bachmann 

Spectrum model, one of three Tony employs as stand-ins until more accurate former Clover Leaf 2-8-0s are 

available.  Tony Koester modeling and photo. 
 

 
The Wheeling is back on Chris Ellis’ home layout! Nominally a Nickel Plate in the early 1950s modeler, 
Chris does sometimes have a hard time staying on track, especially when he brings out W&LE rolling 

stock to run behind his S-4 class Berk!   Chris Ellis modeling and photo. 
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An Updated Bloomington Layout 
By Matt Smith 

 

 
 
In the April 2017 volume of the Notebook, I took everyone on a tour of my Bloomington-area themed HO 
scale layout. That layout started as an 8x16 “doughnut” in the corner of my unfinished basement. As my 
basement slowly gets finished the layout area has received some work in the last year including drywall, 
doors, and a drop ceiling. I can now expand my layout to around the room’s full dimension of 12x16 feet 
with a peninsula in the middle. With shelf bench work at a maximum depth of 24 inches, this gives me 
comfortable three foot wide aisles.  
 

 
The “Master Plan” of Matt’s new layout. 
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I knew my layout would eventually be expanded, so I built the bench work as reusable 2x8 sections, made 
as 3/4" thick furniture plywood framework topped with thinner plywood. For sub-roadbed I used 1/2” 
thick extruded pink foam glued to the plywood with latex caulk. I mounted the sections on 2x3 legs with 
bracing and furniture leveling feet at the bottom. By the time I decided to expand my layout, I had laid 
most of the track of my original plan and had finished scenery on about a third of the layout. I knew this 
would be sort of a “chainsaw” layout so I used it to hone my skills on laying track and experimenting with 
scenery techniques.  
 

This small finished area provided me with enough layout to conduct switching operations in the 
Bloomington freight house area. Even though it was never “complete” it allowed me enough room to 
consider it operational. I enjoyed simple and quick sessions of moving cars from Dean Yard on 
Bloomington’s southeast side to the freight house area downtown. I would spot inbound loads at various 
spots and return empties to Dean for removal by through freights. This was done all by a single GE 44 
Tonner; the “Mighty 90”. This engine works great for small layouts as the real Mighty 90 only had a 
capacity to handle very small numbers of loaded freight cars.  

 
As mentioned in my previous article, the Nickel Plate and the NYC (Peoria & Eastern) had 

mirrored operations in Bloomington. They paralleled each other all the way from Dean to Bloomington’s 
west side where they interchanged with the Gulf Mobile & Ohio and parted ways. I also model the P&E 
tracks so I can have double the action on my layout. The Nickel Plate also crossed the IC at Dean and the 
ITC at Madison street in downtown Bloomington. My goals going forward are to add a few more 
industries for both the NKP and the P&E, and operate live interchanges with the IC at Dean and the GM&O 
on the west side. I have also incorporated a way for trains to enter and exit the layout via staging. There 
will also be room for small representation of Holder IL, just east of Bloomington. It’s typical of small 
towns dotting the Midwest prairie. It may be small, but Holder allows additional operations and I wanted 
a small agricultural vignette as part of my layout. With minimal compression, Holder will feature a siding, 
elevator, and a small town depot.  There were also occasional loads of coal and livestock at here as well.  

 
Here is a list of the layout design elements that I want to incorporate in the new version of the 

layout. 
 

Dean  
 Live interchange of the NKP and P&E with the IC. 
 Plenty of storage in Dean Yard for NKP and P&E inbound and outbound loads. 
 Ability for an IC switcher to pick up and set out interchange cars. 

 
Bloomington Freight House Area 

 Additional Industries for switching. 
 
Holder  

 Set out and pick-ups of local grain, livestock, coal, and oil. 
 
C&A Junction (GM&O Interchange) 

 Live interchange with the NKP and P&E. 
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On a fateful day this spring, it was finally time to move forward! I started by recycling the first 
section of my layout. This section only had minimal track so it would be the easiest to start with. I 
unbolted this section from the rest of the layout. I carefully cut feeder and bus wires to allow for possible 
future reuse. I then stripped the layer of foam from the top with a putty knife and removed the plywood 
and the back drop. This left me with a clean 2x8 benchwork frame to use on the rebuild.  

 

    
Modular benchwork does have several advantages, especially if you think the layout will be moved at any 

point. At left is a piece of cleaned framework ready for re-use, and at right is Matt’s oscillating saw, used to 
cut through scenery cleanly. 

 
In the areas that had scenery I again unbolted the benchwork sections and then carefully cut the 

track at the seams with a Dremel tool and a cut off disc. I then used my Milwaukee oscillating tool to cut 
the foam scenery material. I was surprised how clean a cut you can make using this method. In fact, if you 
were merely moving a layout there would be little effort required to rejoin the two sections (something 
to keep in mind if your layout may not be in your “forever” layout location). The only consideration might 
be the placement of turnouts as I elected to simply cut right through one that was spanning a seam. I will 
recycle any useable code 100 track in my staging area as I plan to lay code 83 and 70 track on the rebuild. 

 
Tidy slicing means that more fully finished sections of the layout will be available for re-use. 
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On my new layout the benchwork will be mounted directly to the walls. This will allow the bench 

to float and allow more usable storage and workbench space underneath the layout area. The plan is to 
anchor wood strips to the concrete walls and screw the bracket hardware onto the wood strips. For the 
interior walls covered in drywall, I will simply screw into the wall studs.  

 
In this view I used some leftover Closet Maid shelf brackets to mount the plywood that will be the new Dean 

Yard. Mounting the layout to the walls provides plenty of room for future work bench and storage space. 
 
Two of my walls are poured concrete and another is finished drywall. I will also use this rebuild 

time to seal the concrete walls with waterproofing paint. The poured concrete tends to “flake” off over 
time leaving small gritty particles all over. Sealing will help keep this stuff off the layout and out of locos 
and rolling stock. 
 

Benchwork is under way as of August 2019 and hopefully will continue after the summer pause 
with kids in sports, family vacations and all the usual distractions of life. Hopefully it won’t be long before 
my next update, with trains rolling. 

 
Engineer Cooper is at the throttle for a final trip on the old layout. 
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Modeling the Nickel Plate isn’t all engines and rolling stock. A section house, coal bunker, privy, and trash 
pile are all part of the “Greater Nickel Plate” as well!       Ray Breyer modeling and photo. 

THE NKPHTS MODELER’S NOTEBOOK NEEDS YOUR HELP! 
 
Are you a Nickel Plate modeler? Or a modeler of the Wheeling & Lake Erie, the Lake Erie & Western, the Clover Leaf, or any of 
the predecessor roads that went into creating the Greater Nickel Plate? Do you have a digital camera? Would you like to share 
what you’re doing, or what you know, or your tips and techniques on modeling the NKP? Then have we got the forum for you! 
 
These new issues of the Modeler’s Notebook mark the rejuvenation of the online magazine, which can become the greatest 
resource available for modeling and showcasing the work of NKP modelers around the globe. Ultimately, the plan is to issue 
the virtual magazine quarterly, but that means that the editorial board of the NKPHTS needs YOUR help in adding to its pages! 
 
We’re looking for just about any and all submissions for the magazine. Full-length features, small one to three page “mini 
features” and stand-alone photos are all welcome and desired. So long as the subject matter is NKP-related, it’s fair game! You 
say that you aren’t a writer? No problem: the NKPHTS editorial staff is here to help. With good quality cameras coming 
standard in just about every smart phone these days, taking photos couldn’t be simpler! (so long as they’re relatively well-lit 
and in focus, that is) And we’d love to see your work in all scales and skill levels: S, TT, High-Rail and live steam are all as 
welcome as O, HO and N. 
 
So share your love of Nickel Plate modeling today! To talk to the editorial staff about a submission, or to submit an article, 
please contact the following: 
 

Ray Breyer (Editor, Nickel Plate Road Modeler’s Notebook) rtbsvrr69@yahoo.com 

Tony Koester (NKPHTS Publications Director) nkpfan@pdt.net 

Ed Kapuscinski (NKPHTS Internet Services Director) webmaster@nkphts.org 
 

mailto:rtbsvrr69@yahoo.com
mailto:webmaster@nkphts.org

